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Abstract A Multi-Synchronization (MS) write-in shared buffer switch architecture is presented for a 
multistage system to relieve clock timing difficulty on various length connection links between switch 
elements in ultra high speed VLSI. The above architecture is useful to obtain flexibility and feasibility of 
VLSI design at sub nsec pulse switching because 30 mm deference in linking wire length on a system 
VLSI chip gives more than 100 psec delay deference. A necessary buffer size for covering the design 
difficulty is evaluated by computer simulation. It is shown that a buffer size as same as that of a practical 
switch only is required for MS switch to ensure a same level with a performance of an ideal Single 
Synchronization (SS) write-in switch. 
1 INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) switching technologies for Broadband 
Integrated System Digital Network (B-ISDN) have been rapidly developed[1]. Indeed a fabrication of a high 
speed ATM switch was reported[2], and a high speed ATM switch[3] by a photonic technology also was 
demonstrated. For a switching system, generally, high-speed technology and scalability are important. For 
the scalability a multistage system is known as suitable, so an accurate analytical method[4] for a multistage 
system is proceeded, and a problem for nonuniform bursty traffic[5] is treated.  
For a large scale switching system, hardware complexity reduction technology of a switch is 
important because a large number of switches are used in the system. Though various types of ATM switch 
were demonstrated, a shared buffer switch type is known as a switch requiring a relatively small buffer size. 
For the reason, a shared buffer switch[6] is useful for a totally system hardware reduction, and a fabrication 
of an improved shared multibuffer[7] switch was reported. Furthermore, a shared buffer switch with 
multicasting[8], a queue manager chip for control[9] of a switch, and performance analysis for nonuniform 
traffic[10] were reported 
On the other hand, ATM switch with 10 Gbits/s serial ports[11] was demonstrated, and it is 
considered that ultra high speed technology more than 10 Gbits/s is desired for future B-ISDN. For such 
sub nsec high speed switching, synchronization is a difficult problem[12]. Indeed 30 mm deference in 
linking wire length on a multistage system VLSI chip gives more than 100 psec delay deference, and a 
length nonuniformity of links can not be easily dissolved because a circuit is usually limited in 2 
dimensions with high density. Therefore some synchronization countermeasure has to be introduced to 
cover a design difficulty of a multistage switching system VLSI.  
A prototype shared buffer switch is known as unsuitable for high speed transferring because 
high-speed write-in and read-out on the switch are difficult. Therefore a shared buffer switch based on a 
parallel read-out[13] and write-in structure is presented in this paper for speed-up. Single Synchronization 
(SS) simultaneous write-in switch can be used in a low speed switching system, however, it is difficult to 
be used for ultra high-speed switching. Therefore a Multi-Synchronization (MS) write-in shared buffer 
switch architecture which is free from a timing delay on a link is newly introduced to dissolve the 
synchronization difficulty.  
22 MULTI SYNCHRONIZATION SHARED BUFFER SWITCH 
     From a view point of scalability of switching system, a buffered multistage system is suitable and 
can be used for ATM switching systems. A model for the system is depicted in Fig.1. Though various types 
of switch elements are applicable for the multistage switching system, an application of shared buffer 
switches is considered. All circuits in switch elements for conventional low speed ATM can be 
synchronized with a single clock, so write-in and read-out operations are done simultaneously with a single 
clock in the system. Such the write-in operation is called a single synchronization (SS) write-in procedure 
in this paper. 
     An idealized model of a shared buffer switch employing an SS write-in architecture is shown in 
Fig.2. For the switch, parallel write-in and parallel read-out based on matrix gate connections are employed 
for speed-up of transferring. In the ideal model, direct paths are implemented, so an incoming cell can 
transferred to its destination through the direct paths when no cell toward the same destination of the 
incoming cell exists in buffers. Because all circuits operate with a single clock CLK0 in the switch, 
simultaneous write-in and read-out operations are possible. 
     The symbols ○ and △ mean write-in permitted and inhibited states of buffers respectively. A cell 
arriving to the switch can be write-in to one of free buffers or one of buffers from which cells are read-out. 
The switch architecture offer efficient queueing performance, and realization of a SS simultaneous write-in 
architecture is not difficult for a low speed switching system, however, it becomes difficult for a ultra high 
speed switching system. 
     As shown in Fig.1, many interstage links must be spanned between switches of neighboring two 
stages, and the lengths of the links are forced to be different each other in a conventional 2 dimensional 
VLSI circuit design. In such the architecture, arrival times of cells to switches at the latter stage (from 
switches at the former stage) are mutually deferent. To synchronize the arrival times to a single clock, some 
delay circuits have to be implemented on the links. Synchronization of the pulses with various delays can 
be adjusted by fixed delay circuits because the delay times are basically invariant if jitters are excluded. 
Synchronization by such the delay circuits becomes difficult with increasing of switching speed. 
     To dissolve the synchronization difficulty, a new shared buffer switch employing a 
multi-synchronization (MS) write-in architecture shown in Fig.3 is presented. In the switch, write-in 
operations are done with individual write-in clocks CLK1, CLK2, ... CLK4. Hence clocks for write-in are 
not synchronized with read-out clock CLK0, and direct paths which is permitted for only an ideal switch 
can not be used. In the model, an arriving cell to the switch can be write-in only to one of free buffers 
indicated by ○ and can not be write-in to any of occupied buffers indicated by △.
     Therefore the MS write-in switch degraded queueing performance by the above limitations. Hence 
an additional buffer size increment is required for the practical MS switch to obtain a performance with a 
same level to the ideal SS switch. 
3 SIMULATION 
     For the simulation to evaluate a buffer size, it is assumed that an arrival process of a cell is 
represented by constant time interarrival with an independent arrival probability of ρ. The arrival 
probability ρ is also regarded as traffic load per incoming line measured in erlang, and takes 1 as a 
maximum value. All traffic loads to all incoming lines are assumed to be steady and mutually equal, 
namely uniform traffic is assumed. 
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    As the performance evaluation factors, a cell loss probability and an average waiting time are 
important, so the both factors have been mainly obtained by the computer simulation. Fig.4 shows cell loss 
characteristics of the switch where ρ is taken to be 0.6. In the figure a horizontal axis is a total buffer size 
for a shared buffer switch, and a vertical axis is a cell loss probability. Solid line curves are cell loss 
probabilities of MS switches of sizes of 2, 4, 8, 16, and 32. Broken line curves are cell loss probabilities of 
SS switches, and are presented to compare the practical MS switch to the ideal SS switch.  
     The curves of MS start from a point of the value 1.0 at a buffer size 1. This means that any cell can 
not be transferred without using a register. On the other hand, the curves of SS start from 0 at the buffer 
size 0. This property is explained by the fact that transferring through direct paths is performed in SS 
switch with no buffer. 
     It is seen from Fig.4 that MS switch necessary about 2 times of buffer size for SS switch. Curves of 
N=32 shows that 80 of a buffer size is necessary to guarantee 10-08 of a cell loss probability for MS switch 
though only 40 is necessary for SS. 
     Fig.5 show cell loss characteristics where ρ=0.8. The figure also shows the similar characteristics 
seen in Fig.4, and curves of MS and SS start from points of 1 slot time and lower than 1 respectively. The 
value of 0.8 for ρ is regarded as reasonable load because it is not so heavy and not so light.    
     Fig.6, 7, and 8 show characteristics of waiting times of MS and SS switches in cases of ρ=0.6, 0.8, 
and 0.95. In the figures, the horizontal axes are a buffer size and the vertical axes are a waiting time. The 
curves of solid line and broken line indicate waiting time characteristics of MS and SS switches 
respectively. The waiting times for MS take larger values than that of SS as general tendency. As Fig.6 
shows, all the curves of MS start from a point of 1 slot time at neighbor of the waiting time axis though the 
curves of SS start from 0. The property that the all curves of MS take 1 at buffer size 1 is caused by a fact 
that an arriving cell in MS switch must stay a time just equal to transfer time of itself. As general tendency, 
it is seen that the curves of both groups of MS and SS take saturation values at large buffer area, and the 
curves of MS take larger values than SS.  
     Fig.7 also shows all the curves indicate saturation tendency. As an interest property, crossing of both 
curves of MS and SS is seen for a case of N=32. The property is discussed later in relation to characteristics 
of curves in Fig.8.  
     It is considered that Fig.8 corresponds to a case of heavy traffic and shows the waiting time of MS is 
shorter than SS for same N, and the tendency is similar to the characteristics shown in the above two 
figures.  
     Remarkable property seen in Fig.7 and 8 is a fact that both the curves of MS and SS for N=32 in 
Fig.8 and for all the switch sizes in Fig.8 cross mutually. The cause of the crossing can be understood from 
the loss curves in Fig.5 corresponding to the above waiting times. At the buffer size area of the crossing, 
the loss probability of MS takes significantly large value around 0.1. Namely all the buffers implemented 
to MS switch are not used efficiently. The inefficiency, which is seen normally in a conventional switch, is 
caused by a lack of the direct paths and the simultaneous write-in and read-out architecture. Hence it can be 
resulted that a necessary buffer size for MS switch is equivalent level to a practically used switch. 
 
 
 
 
4 
4 CONCLUSION 
     A shared buffer switch for a multistage system based on a multi-synchronization write-in architecture 
is presented to cover the VLSI clock timing difficulty. The multi-synchronization architecture is useful for 
a practical design to implement a sub nsec switching system on VLSI in which wiring is limited in 2 
dimensions and same length interstage linking of switch elements is difficult. The simulation results show 
that a practically reasonable size increment only is necessary for the switch to ensure a same level with a 
performance of an ideal switch. 
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Fig.1 Multi(two)-Stage switching system and interstage links of various lengths. 
6 
Fig.2 Shared buffer switch structure based on single synchronization simultaneous  
write-in procedure including direct paths and simultaneous write-in read-out function.○:write-in 
permitted. △:write-in inhibited. 
Fig.3 Shared buffer switch structure based on multi-synchronization individual write-in  
procedure. ○:write-in permitted. △:write-in inhibited. 
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Fig.4 Cell loss probabilities of multi-synchronization (MS) and single synchronization  
(SS) switches where ρ=0.6. 
 
Fig.5 Cell loss probabilities of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.8. 
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Fig.6 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.6. 
 
Fig.7 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.8. 
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Fig.8 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.95. 
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Captions 
 
Fig.1 Multi(two)-Stage switching system and interstage links of various lengths. 
 
Fig.2 Shared buffer switch structure based on single synchronization simultaneous  
write-in procedure including direct paths and simultaneous write-in read-out function.○:write-in 
permitted. △:write-in inhibited. 
 
Fig.3 Shared buffer switch structure based on multi-synchronization individual write-in  
procedure. ○:write-in permitted. △:write-in inhibited. 
 
Fig.4 Cell loss probabilities of multi-synchronization (MS) and single synchronization  
(SS) switches where ρ=0.6. 
 
Fig.5 Cell loss probabilities of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.8. 
 
Fig.6 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.6. 
 
Fig.7 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.8. 
 
Fig.8 Waiting times of MS and SS switches where ρ=0.95. 
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